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Metamagnetic transitions in single crystal TbNi2B2C have been studied at 1.9 K with a Quantum
Design torque magnetometer. The critical fields for the transitions depend strongly on the angle
between the applied field and the easy axis 100. Torque measurements have been made while
changing the angular direction of the magnetic field parallel to basal tetragonal ab-planes at fixed
field magnitude and while changing the field magnitude at fixed angular direction over a wide
angular range more than two quadrants. Torque magnetometry sensitive only to the component of
magnetization perpendicular to the field indicates not only a different sequence of metamagnetic
phases for fields near the easy axis from those near the hard axis, but also the different natures of
a principal metamagnetic phase near the hard axis. Comparison of the results with longitudinal
magnetization measurements is presented. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
DOI: 10.1063/1.3062829
The rare-earth nickel borocarbides RNi2B2C where R is
a rare-earth element provide a unique family for studies of a
wide range of research themes in correlated electron systems:
coexistence of superconductivity and magnetism, heavy fer-
mion behavior, nonlocality and flux line lattice transitions,
and complex metamagnetism see reviews1–4. For R
=Er–Tb there is large magnetic anisotropy associated with
the crystal electric field splitting of Hund’s rule ground state
J-multiplet with the local moment confined to the basal plane
of the tetragonal unit cell. The large magnetic anisotropy
restricts the local moment for both R=Er and Tb to lie along
the easy 100 axes. Although for R=Er antiferromagnetism
coexists with superconductivity, the R=Tb compound with
TN15 K Refs. 5 and 6 does not exhibit superconductiv-
ity, at least above 0.3 K.7 For both the R=Er,Tb compounds
the magnetic phases for H=0 are spin-density wave SDW
states with modulation vector Q= fa or b where a ,b are
reciprocal lattice vectors with f0.55 and with the ordered
moments perpendicular to Q for Er and parallel to Q for Tb,
indicative of Fermi-surface nesting effects. Below TWF 2.5
K for Er and 8 K for Tb both systems appear to exhibit
weak ferromagnetism believed to be associated with a com-
mensurate SDW lock-in transition.8
Each magnetic member of the RNi2B2C family exhibits
a fascinating series of metamagnetic transitions as displayed
in longitudinal magnetization measurements.9 For TbNi2B2C
the phase diagram from these measurements indicates a se-
ries of four one at H1.2 T and three closely spaced be-
tween 2 T and 2.7 T metamagnetic transitions i.e., four
metamagnetic phases as the field applied along an easy
100 axis is increased to progress from the weak ferromag-
netic WFM phase to the saturated paramagnetic phase. The
saturation magnetization for H along that axis was observed
to increase for each of the four subsequent phases with the
magnetization for the saturated paramagnet about 9.6B /Tb.
For H applied near a hard axis 110 only three transitions
are observed: the first representing an extension of the lowest
field transition observed with H along 100, i.e., =0, the
second to a new phase, and the third with the critical field
diverging as the field direction approaches 110. The three
closely spaced transition boundaries appear to merge for
fields at an angle  to the easy axis somewhere between 25°
and 35°. Torque magnetometry studies,10,11 which are natu-
rally sensitive only to the component of the magnetization
perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, have recently
provided new insight to some of these metamagnetic phases
for R=Ho,Er and these may clarify the picture for Tb. Here
a low temperature T1.9 K study of the metamagnetic
phases in TbNi2B2C by torque magnetometry is presented.
In this work, a physical property measurement system
PPMS 550 see the description in Ref. 12 torque magne-
tometer is used to study angular dependence of the metamag-
netic phases in TbNi2B2C. It measures the torque =M
H so that =MH sin, where  is the angle between the
external field H and the magnetization M. A small, some-
what irregular shaped maximum dimensions 0.370.32
0.25 mm3 single crystal platelet sample about 0.05 mg
cut with the c-axis along the long dimension was mounted on
the PPMS torque chip which had a rms torque noise level
about 110−9 N m and a maximum allowable torque of
about 510−5 N m. The chip was mounted on the PPMS
aElectronic mail: daya@tamu.edu.
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rotator so that the field lies in the crystal ab-plane with the
measured torque along the c-axis. Estimates of demagnetiza-
tion effects indicate a negligible influence on the error in
determination of the transition fields. The single crystal was
grown from a Ni2B flux in Canfield’s laboratory, and trans-
port measurements made in Naugle’s laboratory with pieces
of the same crystal were in agreement with other published
results for similar single crystals of TbNi2B2C. Torque mea-
surements were made in Naugle’s laboratory both as a func-
tion of magnitude of the magnetic field at a fixed angle of the
field relative to the crystal axes and as a function of angle
between the field and the crystal axes at constant field. In
some cases the torque was sufficiently large that the torque
chip rotated a few degrees toward the magnetic field so that
the angle on the rotator did not actually reflect the orientation
of the sample with respect to the applied field. These data
were corrected using the chip torque constant, K=3
10−6 N m /deg for plots of the metamagnetic phase bound-
aries.
The metamagnetic transitions manifest themselves as
sharp changes in the field dependence of H /H at critical
fields, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for different angles  be-
tween H and 100 axis. The angular phase diagram obtained
for TbNi2B2C is shown in Fig. 3. The critical fields were
defined as the inflection points of the H /H curves found
using the derivatives. Where there was significant hysteresis,
the boundaries for increasing and decreasing fields are both
shown.
As seen in Fig. 1,  /H for 8°, 13°, and 23° i.e., near
an easy axis shows a series of three plateaus for increasing
and four for decreasing field for H1 T. The data below
H1 T appear to be related to the weak ferromagnet phase,
and the four plateaus correspond to the four metamagnetic
phases observed in the longitudinal magnetization.9 The tran-
sition fields Hi, i=1–4, are marked for the increasing field
data at 23° by arrows. For decreasing fields H2d is also
marked. It is quite clear from the data in Fig. 1 that there is
only significant hysteresis for the second transition, so that
the second at the field marked by H2 and third at the field
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FIG. 1. Color online Dependences H /H at T=1.9 K for increasing and
decreasing magnetic field filled and empty symbols, respectively for field
directions close to an easy axis 8° circles, 13° squares, and 23°
triangles. Positions for the transition fields for 23° are shown by
arrows.
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FIG. 2. Color online H /H dependence at T=1.9 K for increasing and
decreasing field filled and empty symbols, respectively for field directions
close to a hard axis: 28°, 34°, 39°, and 43°. Positions of
transitions fields are marked by arrows. The  /H scale corresponds to the
=43° while the other curves have been shifted by 10−6 N m /T, succes-
sively, for clarity.
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FIG. 3. Color online Angular phase diagram of metamagnetic states at T
=1.9 K. Solid curves are fits to the boundary while dashed ones are guides
to the eye. Critical fields are labeled per text. Open symbols for H2d are from
data with decreasing field. H2 corresponds to data from increasing field.
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marked by H3 transitions appear to proceed continuously for
increasing field solid symbols. Except for the very large
hysteresis reported here for H2 the torque and longitudinal
magnetization results9 are in reasonable agreement.
Figure 2 shows  /H for angles 28°, 34°, 39°, and 43°
near the hard axis and provides new insight into the meta-
magnetic phases previously reported. In the curves for 
28°, 34°, and 39° four transitions marked by arrows la-
beled H1, H2, H5, and H6 are clearly shown. For 43°, the
last transition H6 is not shown since it is at much higher
field. This last transition H6 is to the saturated paramagnetic
state, and its critical field diverges near the hard axis. It cor-
responds to the diverging phase boundary indicated by the
final small increase in magnetization in superconducting
quantum interference device measurements9 for increasing
field applied at angles near a hard axis. For the third transi-
tion at H5, the torque decreases and changes sign indicative
of a rotation of the net magnetization to lie along the hard
axis. This is also confirmed by  /H curves taken at fixed
field as a function of  not shown. This is consistent with a
mixed phase of approximately equal contributions from two
phases each with magnetization along the two nearest easy
axes as discussed further below. The transition labeled by H2
and H2d decreasing H for =28° is very hysteretic and is
thought to be a continuation of H2 from the region with H
near an easy axis. For angles within about 15° either side of
the hard axis =45° a new phase boundary H marked
by a very small decrease in  /H as H is increased is seen.
This is most easily seen for =39° and =43° in Fig. 2. The
small decrease in  /H suggests a small rotation of the net
magnetization from the nearest easy axis toward the hard
axis. This is perhaps a result of frustration effects for fields
near the hard axis. No indication of this transition was ob-
served in longitudinal magnetization since it would produce
a negligible change in the component along the field.
The resulting phase diagram from torque measurements
shown in Fig. 3 is similar to that shown in Ref. 8, with the
exceptions that the large hysteresis for the transition H2 is
indicated by critical fields H2 and H2d increasing, decreasing
H, respectively in Fig. 3 and that a new phase boundary
marked by H appears between H1 and H2 for angles within
about 15° on either side of a hard axis110, =45°. It
appears to represent a small rotation of M. The phases WFM,
P1, P2, P3 metamagnetic phases that exist for fields not too
close to the hard axis, SP the saturated paramagnetic
phase, and MP probably a mixed phase where the net mag-
netization lies rather precisely along the hard axis as shown
by the torque measurements were all indicated by the lon-
gitudinal magnetization measurements.9 The fit to the data in
Fig. 3 for the boundary H1kOe11.9 /cos+0.9 is com-
parable to 12.1 /cos in Ref. 8. The boundary between MP
and SP in Fig. 3 has been fit by H60.6 /sin+1.3 T,
where  is the angle between H and the hard axis. The hys-
teresis in H2 is quite strong, at least for the normal compo-
nent of M as measured in torque magnetometry, as shown in
Fig. 3.
The most important result from this torque magnetom-
etry study is that the high field phase MP near the hard axis
bounded by H5 and H6 has the net magnetization aligned
rather precisely along the hard axis. This could represent a
single modulated phase, but more likely it is a mixture of
two frustrated phases with the magnetization of each directed
along different nearest easy axes. A similar phase was iden-
tified for both R=Ho and Er borocarbides by torque
magnetometry.10,11
In summary, torque magnetization measurements basi-
cally confirm the metamagnetic phase diagram for TbNi2B2C
determined by longitudinal magnetization measurements, but
with the addition of a new phase representing a small rota-
tion of the magnetization at intermediate fields near the hard
axis. The torque measurements also clearly indicate that the
magnetization of the high field phase for H near the hard axis
lies along that axis and is most likely a mixed phase resulting
from frustration as observed for the corresponding Er and Ho
intermetallic compounds.
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